Looking for some extra practice with core words?

Create this die (print, cut, then glue) to play several games. Below are a few suggestions to help you get started.

**Sentences**: Make a sentence with the word you roll.

**Print two dice to challenge yourself to make a sentence with 2 words.**

**Most Board Games**: Before taking a turn, roll this die and make a sentence with the word.

**Challenge**: Roll the dice and have your friend make a sentence with the word.

**Bonus**: See who can make the most 2 words combinations!
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**Race**: See who can say the word first! The first person gets a point.

**Challenge**: Roll the dice and have your friend make a sentence with the word.

**Bonus**: See who can make the most 2 words combinations!

Pro-Tip: Print this on card stock for a sturdier set of dice while playing. Print two to make a set of dice.